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Speakers Advocate Working Together at
Wildlife Agricultural Symposium
Held in January in the Charlie Lake Community Hall, the Symposium drew a crowd with wide interests
to hear speakers pursue the theme of working together as partners in solutions. The message was very up beat and
the major speakers: Bob Toman, Rock Mountain Elk Foundation; Bob Budd, the Nature Conservancy, Cindy
Haddow, BCFS; Hyland Armstrong, rancher, Medicine Hat; Bob Forbes, Wildlife Biologist, Ministry of
Environment; Karen Goodings, Peace River Regional District, Bumem Grant, Rancher, Tomslake, were all on the
same page about working together as partners in solutions. Several good examples of how this has been
accomplished were presented by the speakers. For further information please contact the Peace River Regional
District in either Fort St. John or Dawson Creek.

Brandi~g the Peace Concept Receives Good Reception.
There was a lot of enthusiasm amongst the large group of participants from Alberta and B.C. who attended
the Branding the Peace Conference in the George Dawson Inn in Dawson Creek in early March and listened to
a variety of speakers discuss value adding for agricultural producers. Perhaps Dr. Bill Stevens of the University
of Guelph in Ontario said it best " the Peace River Region has a global niche anchored by pure, uncontaminated
agrifood products, complemented by hospitality, tourism and unblemished space." Dr. Stevens initiated the
"branding" process last year with his report " A Global Strategy for the Peace River Region". Harry Mc Watters
of Sumac Ridge Winery in Summerland, B.C. and Chairman of the B.C. Wine Institute explained the success of
B.C. Wineries, which has been largely attributed to their Vinters Quality Alliance (VQA) branded products.
According to conference co-chairs Doris Miedzinski and J . Mac Taylor the next step is to hold a spri ng meeting
and elect a steering committee, who can then begin to pursue " The branding the Peace concept" in earnest. For
further information please contact the Kiwanis Enterprise Center in Dawson Creek.

Summer Forage Tour Set for Groundbirch, Lone Prairie
and Chetwynd Area on June 16th
Our 101h annual Summer Forage and Livestock Tour will be held in the Ground Birch, Lone Prairie and
Chetwynd districts this year. We plan to end our successful day of foraging and enthusing with our traditional
evening Barbeque at Lasser Ranches near Chetwynd. A complete outline of the Tour Day and contact persons
is located on the back cover of this issue of Forage First.

Varietal Cultivar Trials a Cooperative Venture
by BCFC and PRFA ofB.C. in 2001
Cultivar and Varietal Trials in the B.C. Peace River Country will again be a part of the total provincial
· -sting program of the B.C. Forage Council. In the Peace our Association will be closely involved in this program.
•1e BCFC Forage technician involved in this program will work out of the local BCMAFF offices and will be
available also to assist our Association on other important forage related projects this summer.

Editorial
*Two summer students to work as forage technicians are expected
again, one to work out ofBCMAFF offices and one to work out
the Cross Commodity Manager Office. Heather Fossum and Julk
Robinson are the names frequently heard. It is likely that we shall
also have a coop student for a fall technician too.
*The Lacombe Pasture Management School is on June 19-21
and they remind you "without grass there is no beef." Limited
space available so register early. Early bird registration before May
I, 2000 is $285 per person. Contact Cathy Hendrickson (403)7828030 or Grant Lastiwka (403) 782-8028.
*Our regional representation to the BCFC AGM in Quesnel was
John Kendrew and Sandra Burton.
*Last December our AGM in Farmington was high lighted by
guest speaker Grant Lastiwka well known Pasture Agronomist of
the Western Forage-Beef Group in Lacombe.
*Contact Sandra Burton at (250)789-6885 if you are interested in
the Lacombe Pasture Management School. The Association has
educational funds to help assist those attending.
*Your Association officers for 2001 are :Arnold Bennett, President; Fred Burres, Vice President;; Bill Wilson, Treasurer
and Ernest Nimitz, Secretary. Committee Chairs are: Glenn Hogberg, R & D; Burnem Grant, Wildlife Policy; Ernest Nimitz
Communications and Information.
*We welcome Doris Miedzinski of the Kiwanis Enterprise Center in Dawson Creek as a new member of our Advisory
Committee.
*We have now had the quality services of Sandra Burton available to us as Cross Commodity Manager for around a year
and a half. In that period considerable progress has been achieved towards Association goals and objectives as a result of her (
efforts. For the coming twelve months period it appears that considerably more ofthe Cross Commodity Manager's time will
be available to our Association; this is certainly excellent news for our group.
*Three speakers from the Wildlife-Agricultural Symposium ( Partners in Solutions) held in Charlie Lake in January are
featured elsewhere in this issue: Bob Budd, Bob Forbes, Burnem Grant.
* The Glockemann Waterpowered Water Pump caught a lot of eyes at last December's Western Canada Grazing
Conference in Red Deer. Information on this new pumping system is featured elsewhere in this issue.
*Several Miniforage Demonstration tours (half dozen forage enthusiasts per) may be organized for this summer. Contact
Sandra Burton (250)789-6885 if you are interested in a small visit to some of our forage sites.
*The Highland Premium Alberta Beef Alliance at Bernie and Mike Kotelko's feedlot in Vegreville is perking right along.
We have included information from their recent newsletter to bring you up to date. Contact:(780) 768-2466 for further
information.
*A large thank you is in order to PRAD for helping find our many worthwhile activities in the last 12 months designed to
advance Forage based Agriculture,. Thank you directors of PRAD!
*Photographic credits in this issue of Forage First belong to Sandra Burton; thank you Sandra.
*Our Association is pleased to have had the opportunity to have been involved in the Wildlife-Agricultural Symposium with
Karen Goodings and Larry Houley of the Peace River Regional District; Kelli Robinson, the Symposium coordinator, and
Andy Ackerman of the Ministry of Environment. This Symposium brought a wealth ofknowledge into the B.C. Peace which
shall benefit farmers and ranchers substantially in the future.
*A special thank you to Kelli Robinson for all her great energy and good work on this Symposium.
*Work continues on up grading " The B.C Peace River Country Forage Development Project" into a more computer
friendly document by various members of the Communications and Information committee. Ifyou want a copy of the thought
paper What If?? Why Not? Please contact any member of this committee.
*And last but not least. This is a great opportunity to thank the Cross Commodity Manager, Sandra Burton, for all her ,
excellent efforts on behalf of our Association in the past 12 months. So, thank you Sandra. We look forward to a continued
great relationship with Sandra in the coming year.
·
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Friendly Forage Field Days
.

,

'uring the last five years the your Association has
undertaken a wide variety of demonstration projects
having to do with off site livestock water, improved
grazing management and economical land renovation.
Since these projects are spread over a wide
geographical area ,are often fairly inaccessible to large
vehicles and are usually fairly remote from farm or
ranch H.Q. it is felt that several individual field days
should be held each summer season to allow our
members and other forage enthusiasts to see what their
Association is involved in.
Please plan to attend any or all three of the local forage
field days that we have planned for this summer.
We anticipate that these localized fields days with be
fairly relaxed; for instance, a good place to have a visit
with fellow forage enthusiasts with refreshments
available. But highly informative for those who choose
to attend.

*

Early July. Hogberg Ranch Progress,
S.7T.78R.19W/6 Directions: fromMile21 onJohn
-- -t Highway turn S., travel 2 miles, turn west and
-..• ve Yz mile into Ranch Headquarters.
Intensively managed, controlled grazing with electric
fence on poplar regrowth in logging cutblock to
optimize livestock forage and minimize poplar
regrowth.
Aer Way land renovation fields (some with Lime
applied) to economically improve soil productivity and
forage growth.
Purebred performance selected Gelbvieh Cattle.
Nose pump and other off site watering systems for
cattle.
Join us from 1:00 p.m. all afternoon for a tour of our
controlled grazing and Aer Way sites.
Contact: Glenn and Ann Hogberg (250) 843-7653
Please note that the exact date for this Forage Field
day to be announced during our regular summer forage
tour in Chetwynd on Saturday June 16, 200 I.
There will also be an opportunity to visit the geogrid
dugout sites at Benwyn Farms (Bill and Doug Bentley)
at Progress during this forage field day.

r

*

August Long Weekend. Saturday August 4, 2001
Kiskatinaw River Ranch, Sunrise Valley, B.C ..
(S.E. 1/4 S/ 27 T. 79 R. 18 W) Directions: From
Farmington store on Alaska Highway at Mile 16 travel
3 1/4 miles west, 3 miles South, 5 miles west to end of
Sunrise Valley Road.
Intensively managed controlled grazing with electric
fence on poplar regrowth in logging cutblock and
adjacent pastures to optimize livestock forage and
minimize poplar and willow regrowth.
Offsite livestock watering featuring : sling pump in
the river; gasoline pump/ storage tank/ gravity flow out
of dugout to drinking trough, mirafount gravity flow out
of dugout.
Beef Booster crossbred cattle herd.
Ranch raised pleasure and cattle horses.
Join us from 10:00 am until 8:00 pm for a tour of our
various ranch improvement sites.
Contact: Ernest and Joanne Nimitz (250) 843-2300.

*

Late August or Early September: Burres Ranch,
Farmington, B.C. (NE 1/4 S. 31 T. 79 R. 17 W/6))
Directions: from the Farmington Store on the Alaska
Highway at mile 16 travel 3 1/4 miles west, 1 mile
south, I 1/4 miles westto end ofroad and turn south 1/4
mile into home site.
Intensively managed controlled grazing with electric
fence on poplar regrowth in logging cutblock and
adjacent pastures to optimize livestock forage and
minimize poplar regrowth
Portable, solar powered watering system for 150
head of cows and calves.
Custom grazing program featuring beef cows with
calves.
Join us from 1:00 p.m. all afternoon for a tour of our
controlled grazing and solar water pumping sites.
Contact: Fred & Barb Burres (250) 843-7074.
Please note that the exact date for this forage field
day to be announced during our regular Summer Forage
Tour in Chetwynd on Saturday June 16, 2001.
There will also be an opportunity to visit the Aer
Way pasture/hay land renovation site at Jim Strasky' sat
Farmington during this forage field day.

Burnem Grant, Tate Creek Ranch

\Vildlife Ag Symposium

I've been invited here today to discuss overlap between wildlife and agriculture in the Peace Region.
First of all, I think if we want to know where we're going on this subject, we should take a minute to look
at where we've come from. Archaeological information indicates that there were people and wildlife in
the Peace Region thousands of years ago. The three most prominent wildlife species at one time were
apparently the horse, the wapiti and the bison in that order. All of these species went on to near extinction
in this area. What the cause of this was, I don't know, but I think there is a strong possibility nature itself
could have wiped them out. Since those times, the human being went on to undergo the biggest change in
history, from moving around hunting and gathering food to settling down, camping, raising and storing up
food. Today, human beings dominate the whole system. The horse in back in its domesticated form, the
wapiti is back mostly through wildlife transplant programs, the bison is back through game farm activity.
In addition, deer are very strong in many areas and the moose continues to hold its own and maintain
more independence than anything. It seems all population recovery except for the moose are related to
agricultural development. Even the Ministry of Environment's management plan is a form of farming.
They have herd security, an annual harvest and a selective harvest, which translates to a selective
breeding and marketing program. And now they charge for road kills. The conflict comes because there
is no control of movement, and no feed guarantee. This ends up being taken care of by private producers.
Preserving nature is very popular these days and there are many individuals, special interest groups,
corporations, governments and even farmers getting into the game. The fact is that nature is a changing
commodity and we can't save it, we can only affect its course of change.
For the wildlife in this region, we have plenty of Crown grazing available but it is not always accessible.
Some obstructions are the sometimes-severe winter weather, particularly heavy snows, recreational
activity such as ATV's, industrial activity resulting in lost cover and residential hunting activity, which
affects movement.
I feel pressure to cooperate with the Ministry's hunting agenda and this comes with a cost to me.
I am subject to phone calls at all hours, I must manage a list of hunters who want to access my land, there
is a disruption to my herd and there is risk and liability to me as the landowner. For all of this there is
little or no chance of any return to me.
The Stackyard Fencing had great support at the wildlife committee meetings. Every individual, every
group thought this would be a good wildlife management tool and wanted to support this program. Now,
for a fence to reach reality the producer must front one hundred percent of the initial cost and then, after
inspection and approval, receive a forty percent rebate to cover materials, all future maintenance costs are
covered by the producer. This is considered by the public to be a 'free' fence; I have to ask, "Free for
who?" and thank Corky Evans for acting on our request for funding. The fence is not free, it is paid for
by agriculture and it is strictly to help manage wildlife.
In our area, we have ample Crown range to service our present wildlife needs and our elk herd is probably
3 times greater than it's target size. These animals are not dumb and they will seek out the best deal and
they will habituate to those conditions. Good grazing, salt and minerals, security cover, thermal cover,
good exposure and limited harassment, all of which they find on ranches like mine. Today, wildlife is a
valued renewable resource and the key component to respected industries of hunting and tourism. It also
adds to the quality of life for people who live here. Nature conservation is a booming business today and
agriculture should not have to continue to carry the load of mismanaged wildlife. This is a regional issue,
and a resident wildlife policy in the wildlife act could address any issues of conflict. Having said this, I
would like to thank Andy Ackerman and Karen Goodings for the opportunity to come here and express
my views.
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The E.H. Bine Report

II

. "•1r Roving Reporter who lives over on Maco Mountain has
.n out and about in late winter and early Spring gathering
up these Tidbits of knowledge to share with you.
Recommended reading from the Muskeg Regional
Library Authority: The Stockmen Grass Farmer "The
Grazier's Edge". Editor H. Allan Nation has travelled all
over the globe and mingled with forage producers, university
types and industry leaders. He does an excellent job of
presenting the information that he has gathered in his
monthly newspaper. Phone 1-800-748-9808 to subscribe.
Holistic Management "A New Framework for Decision
Making" Written by Allan Savory, the guru of the holistic
resource management process, and his wife Jody Butterfield,
this 6 I 6 page book is a must read for ranchers and farmers
who want to become more satisfied with their quality oflife,
more agriculturally profitable and more environmentally
sustainable. Phone (403) 729-2472 to order. Jailhouse
Justice "Canada's Story of Shame" written by Don
Baron, a well known agriculturist and prairie historian who
for many years was editor of Country Guide. Get the
complete lowdown on Western Canadian farmers versus the
CWB and what happened and is still happening to farmers
who are fighting for their individual rights and freedoms to
market grain free of control of the CWB. Contact Don at
' 6) 586-4578 for more information.

*****
New kids on the block. CRC Ranch Supplies in Dawson
Creek with Pel Energizers and electric fence supplies plus
solar powered livestock watering systems. Old, established
and to be recommended. Keddies Tack and Western Wear
in Grande Prairie with Gallagher Power Fencing Systems
and electric fence supplies plus solar powered livestock
watering systems. Erbe Feed in Dawson Creek with
Gallagher Power Fencing Systems and electric fence
supplies. Champion Feeds in Grande Prairie with PEL
energizers and electric fence supplies plus Mirafount energy
free livestock watering systems. UFA in Grande Prairie
Gallagher Power Fencing systems and electric fence
supplies. Dave Lehman at Fort Assinibone the Gallagher
Power Fencing Systems trouble shooter.
*****

If you missed the recent seminar in Dawson Creek on
Climate Change, Global Warming and Your Cattle
Herd,contact Brian Haddow, District Soil Conserva-tionist,
PFRA at (250)782-31I6 for further information.

*****

Another livestock watering system of interest. Contact
Wilson at Mile Zero Farm, Dawson Creek. A 6 foot x
1U foot steel culvert with concrete bottom; approximately 2
feet above ground; insulated lid with 4 individual drinking
holes; works on float pressurized water system; estimated to

water 300 head per unit; three of these waters have been
operating successfully since early winter; self engineered
with help from other local ranchers. Small Woodlands
Program of B.C. If you are a private land owner with
deeded forestry land you may be interested in a visit from
the SWP extension forester to help you evaluate your
timber inventory and plan a suitable harvest program. In
Dawson Creek contact Doris or Frances at the Kiwanis
Enterprise Centre (250)-782-5745 and in Chetwynd at
North Lights College Diane Herman at (250)-788-2248.

*****
The PFRA in Dawson Creek is considering the options for
delivery of a sustainable grazing program via a coach
mentor advisory service. If you are interested in or
involved in an intensive management: controlled grazing
program for your farm or ranch and like the idea of the
coach: mentor process please contact Arnold Mattson or
Allen Eagle at (250)-782-31I6.
*****

Winter grazing of grain swaths offers a good economic
opportunity for farmers in years of poor harvest conditions.
142 head of bred cows have been on oat swaths from
December 15/2000 thru April 15/2001. Estimated returns
to the farmer are $75.00 per acre; sure beats the value of
spring harvested grain what with associated high costs of
spring harvest. Plus, he gets all that free fertilizer a la
bovines. Bill Wilson, on the other hand, estimates that he
has substantially reduced both the cash and fixed costs for
his cowherd this winter using this method of winter
feeding. Perhaps the best way to describe this is:
WILSONS WIN, WIN WINTER sWATH GRAZING.

*****
What with all of these large corporations regularly issuing
"profit warnings" as their high tech stocks crash and bum,
maybe someone should issue a Rural Properties
Warning; after all practising agriculturists in Canada have
a wee tad of trouble currently too, what with the benevolent
federal government promoting a low, low, dollar, the fire
arms registry fiasco, the wonderful soon to be species
at risk bill and grain/oilseed prices diving to the bottom
of the cesspool.

Bob Budd, Red Canyon Ranch, Wildlife - Ag Symposium
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MANAGEMENT AT THE EDGE OF OPPORTUNITY
Bob Budd
Director of Stewardship
Manager - Red Canyon Ranch
The Nature Conservancy
Wyoming

"Why do species become extinct? Because they first become rare. Why do they
become rare? Because of shrinkage in the particular environments which their
particular adaptations enable them to inhabit. Can such shrinkage be controlled?
Yes, once the specifications are known. How known? Through ecological
research. How controlled? By modifying the environment with those same tools
and skills already used in agriculture and forestry."
Aldo Leopold
The Land Ethic

As people, we tend lo see in shades of black-and-white, to place values on our world,
and to demand results. Even in nature, we expect to have sure, certain outcomes from
our actions. We decide what is important and what is not, placing value-laden terms
such as "good," or "fair," or "poor" on landscapes as well as species. For those of us
who live on the land, the world rarely catches hues of black or white, only occasional
shades of darker or lighter grey.
On any given day, I will encounter many things, from peregrine falcons soaring over my
head, to rattlesnakes beneath my feet, to the new life of a black-baldy calf in my arms.
On the slopes where I work, seven species of rare plants make a living among the
representative plant communities that define my existence and that of other species.
Sagebrush, bitterbrush, yarrow, and balsamroot scent the air. Soon it will be a mix of
later season plants that integrate themselves into the seasons of my senses. The
riparian areas in my temporary care are a mixture of constantly mobile sand and silt,
contradicted by stable stands of willow and birch older than the ranch house, even
ancient juniper fence posts. There are frogs in the stream now, a revelation. The sound
of that first frog's belly hitting the water was riveting as a gunshot. We raced through the
snagging, snarling roses to see this green messenger, and danced in the sedges like
children!
The 35,000 acres upon which I work are owned by The Nature Conservancy, and we
use cows to achieve multiple objectives associated with conserving biological diversity in
the southern Wind River Mountains. Some assume there must be some contradiction in
terms, in mission, in realities. Nothing could be further from the truth.
"Given ... the knowledge and the desire, this idea of controlled wild culture or
'management' can be applied not only to quail and trout, but to anv living thing

Bob Budd, Red Canyon Ranch, Wildlife - Ag Symposium
(Continued)

from bloodroots to Bell's vireos. Within the limits imposed by the plant
succession, the soil, the size of the property, and the gamut of the seasons, the
landowner can raise any wild plant, fish, bird, or mammal he wants to. A rare
bird or flower need remain no rarer than the people willing to venture their skill in
building it a habitat."
Aldo Leopold
The Land Ethic

Every day in the Hocky Mountain West, hundreds of thousands of acres are converted
from open ranchland to housing, recreational venues, and uses which wildlife and
natural things do not seem to comprehend. When we assess threats to plant
communities and the species that depend upon them, few compare with this current race
to fragment habitats. Yet, we often find ourselves mired in debate over uses of the
landscape - emotional, sometimes irrational extensions of our personal biases which
may forsake the task at hand. Conservation is the task at hand, and how we get there
is as much a function of conserving people who can do this job daily, as it is a necessity
to "save all the pieces."

I.

I work with grazing animals, and people who like grazing animals. Most of the animals
are cows, but some are bison. Some are animals native to this land. Others are not.
They are grazing animals, defined in most dictionaries as "animals that eat grass." I work
on public lands and private lands, from alpine forest to cold desert. I would rather think
of the land in its ecological sense than by its political identity - it seems more honest and
fair. Ridges don't run on grid lines. Creeks and rivers follow the terrain and not a map.
Mule deer could care less about the politics.
Today, there is constant debate about grazing animals, or at least those that are cows
and sheep. Some would remove livestock from all public lands. Others would be happy
to remove livestock from the landscape altogether (including me, at the end of calving or
the height of weaning). But, how do you measure success when that objective is
achieved?
Just down the road lies four hundred acres of ranchland where livestock have been
removed. It began simply enough, with reductions in numbers of animals on public
lands. And the banker waited, and he wanted his money back, as he should. It
mattered not that the number of cows to make the payment were now being
concentrated on the private lands, where streams and springs were plentiful, and the
rancher tried to make the land carry the load, to make it work, as he should. A deal is a
deal. When cows would no longer make the payments, and the land was tired, it was
plowed to make way for a cash crop that might return more per acre. Fertilizers were
jabbed into the soil, and chemicals kept the crops "pure." In time, willow stands and
chokecherry bushes were removed. The land was leveled, and drained, and made
better for crops like corn or wheat. But, even that did not sustain the people on the land,
and in time, 400 acres became 40 lots.
This must be a model of success, for there are no cattle on this ranch anymore. Now,
there are 40 houses, 40 sheds, 40 roads, 40 septic tanks, 40 wells, 40 sets of trash
barrels, 40 haystacks, 40 irrigation ditches, 40 fences, 80 dogs, 80 cats, 80 cars that run,
80 cars that will run no more, 120 horses that never get ridden, a handful of llamas, 240
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sheep, and a bunch of rabbits in cages. There is leafy spurge and knapweed,
houndstongue and toadflax. When it rains, brown water runs from the roads to the
creek. Sometimes, it makes a light tan foam where it enters the stream. No one fishes
here much.
Last week, with several hundred cattle as witnesses, my eight-year-old son caught a fish
as long as his arm on a willow battered fly he finally threw with finesse. The next day, he
saddled his own horse at dawn and moved cattle to the mountains. To that man,
choices were very simple. We can choose to "save" something like the stream he loves
by taking away something else he loves, or we can work to care for the whole. If we
truly wish to manage for landscapes in which wild things can thrive, to offer them a
future, then we must think on a larger scale. We cannot take a traditional, reductionist
view of science and impose it on nature. As the saying goes, "don't try to teach a pig to
sing - it's frustrating for you, and it annoys the pig."
To get there, we really don't have that many tools at our disposal. We often jump first to
technology, that "thing" humans run to whenever we venture out of black-and-white
land, that thing which moves us to select quick-fixes to our problems, so that we might
get back to the current murder on our latest version of the television. Technology is an
answer, but it is not the only answer. At times, the technology solution is driven by a
reactionary chain that addresses more symptoms than problems. And, at times, we do
not sufficiently work out effects and unintended consequences of technological advance,
leading us to take two steps forward - one back, or one forward - and two back.
We have fire, removed from our box of tools long ago, long enough that we now must
understand the need to make fuel loads appropriate to the places where we might burn.
Fire is essE!ntial, and yet, we must be careful to make fire work in a natural sense, at a
time when fires should burn, in fuels that aren't laden with the baggage of decades or
generations of suppression. Fire has even become the short-term goal in some cases,
leading us to use other tools so that fire itself becomes a usable force in the future.
There is rest, long used, often abused. In ecosystems where I work, grazing animals
have been part of the landscape since the Pleistocene, and in fact, are now some of the
species we worry most about. Like uncertain doctors, we prescribe rest and monitor
symptoms, often finding that the patient recovers miraculously to our wisdom. But, few
of us follow the patient home, and when it begins to lose vigor to a place where it cannot
recover, we look only to the latest episode, and not the life of the system. Land is a
living thing. When we restrain it to save it, we must at least check in once in awhile to
see that all is well. We may find that our prescription is akin to paralysis, a total lack of
energy in the system, a slow death we don't see or care enough to reverse. However,
when used in a managed grazing program, rest can be an extremely effective tool,
paving the way for fire, living organisms, animal use, and other combinations of
management which ultimately point us toward our goal for a given piece of land.
Living organisms are often not immediate change agents, and humans are woefully
inadequate in understanding relationships, so we scurry to things which look to be better
and faster ways of achieving immediate satisfaction. Even if we can understand that
grasshoppers live in a seven-or eleven-year cycle, we are still not satisfied to connect
the hoppers to the sage grouse to the alfalfa to the weevils to water to soil to pesticides
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to heat or cold. Use of this tool can be rewarding and instructive, and keeping it in mind
can help us comprehend both biological diversity and the need to think on a larger scale.
And then there is this thing called grazing animals .. ... a concept that ventures into
images of black and white. At Red Canyon Ranch, we often ask people to name three
grazing animals. Adults uniformly point out cow, horse a,nd' sheep. Children see beyond
paradigms of adult knowledge and cry out, "goose!, deer!, buffalo!, grasshopper!, elk!,
mole!, mountain sheep!, rabbit!, gopher!, prairie dog!, ~ow!" Arms raised high, other arm
around the neck to hold the uplifted firm, they see this essential tool for what it is. One
girl raised her arm, nose, eyebrows, and bangs to be noticed, then shouted out,
"APHIDS - the cows of ants!"
We focus most of our attention on the tool of grazing, and associated animal impacts,
for a number of reasons. First, it is an ancient and prevalent force in the landscapes in
which we work - our natural systems evolved with grazing animals, and while the current
user may not be exactly the same as those through history, it is one we can manage
with an incredible degree of sensitivity.
Secondly, livestock are an economic force that maintains vast landscapes by generating
a profit for people who love the land, and want nothing more than the chance to continue
making a living by caring for natural landscapes. These are the people of whom Leopold
speaks in The Land Ethic when he suggests that the 'harmonious integration" of bread
and beauty "can make farming not only a business but an art; the land not only a food
factory but an instrument for self expression, on which each can play music of his own
choosing." Livestock and people who raise them are fibers in the cultural tapestry of
western communities, a source of stability to local economies and traditions, but moreso,
those who hold the line against fragmentation of habitats, loss of opportunity, and a
chance to maintain and improve upon what we have now. In light of challenges to
wildlife and natural things, these are the people who must become and be seen as the
musicians and artists Leopold envisioned. No rancher wishes to become a "museum
piece" in their lifetime, but they feel the pressures of extinction all too well.
Third, we must look at our ability to affect vast ecosystems beyond our borders. In that
sense, economic uses which contribute to biological diversity, healthy streams and
wetlands, and constantly changing upland ecosystems, may meet some of the world
demand for food, fiber, and other goods, without sacrificing rain forests and other
habitats under siege. A huge percentage of all beef eaten is consumed as ground beef
supplied from areas where slash-and-burn tactics are viewed as the only alternative to
poverty. If we produce an adequate supply of healthy, high-quality products on native
rangelands, while at the same time conserving our ecological treasures, we might even
be successful in aiding the brilliant songbirds at my window today when they venture
south for winter.

I'

'

Using grazing animals as a tool (as well as an economic agent), the drawers of our tool
box contain more magic than we might have thought. Number of animals, season of
use, length of grazing period, type of animals, and other applications will derive different
results. As we build programs of livestock use, we can look to pre-historic and recent
historic records to guide us in managing for a variety of objectives. At Red Canyon,
bison were probably not the main agent of change. There is some record of bison
presence, but it a fairly ephemeral occurrence, wandering bulls perhaps, or small
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bunches seeking shelter or escape. The primary animals noted on cave walls, and in
the journals of trappers and explorers were more commonly elk, bighorn sheep, deer,
and antelope. Of those, the elk and sheep were the herd animals most likely to shape
the environment. In looking at animals which might mimic that activity, cattle have a
fairly direct dietary overlap, and prefer similar habitats.
,.
We know that big, native ungulates did not follow a plap derived by Lewis and Clark.
Rather, they are responsive to natural events and occurrences which led to their
foraging behavior. Predators, fire, drought, rain, lack of feed, and other natural factors
moved the animals, probably imperfectly, across the landscape. We surmise that these
animals had a range they preferred, and still see elk calving or wintering in the same
safe havens. It is certain these animals did not avoid riparian and wetland habitats they still favor those areas, much as most other species favor them. Consequently, in
our design of grazing systems, one of the most important tools we can use to mimic
natural disturbance is the amount of time animals spend in a given area.
We can enhance those habitats further by varying the season that animals are there,
thus leading to a different plant response over the longer term. With children, I tell a
story about how plants think, how some of them see Spring as a time to grow as fast as
possible, while others are content to lay in bed until it is really hot. If we don't toss
challenges at these plants, they will quickly learn that their actions will create the same
reaction - those which are eaten will give up and go away, leaving the landscape to
those who are lazy. In time, a pasture perfect for Spring use will become worthless for
that purpose, blooming late in the year, sometimes when that pasture is unusable. The
optimal result comes when we manage for diversity in all of our pastures.
When asked what we are trying to create by this management scheme, I proudly
answer, "chaos and confusion!" This causes great consternation. We humans do things
in our minds that lead us astray - one is to assume that the natural world should appear
"pristine," a raked forest floor in a moody photograph. The natural world may be pristine,
but it is not that photogenic. There is new growth, decay, erosion, floods, fire scars, and
a world of successional variation on our landscape, and that will not be sustained if we
insist upon a textbook example of mid-seral conditions. We must celebrate the fact that
grazing animals can have an impact on these systems, an impact as natural as wind,
rain, or fire. In many cases, we should look at grazing animals as keystone species that
maintain or craft environments for others. Where we have discounted such interactions,
we have sometimes paid the price dearly.
There are two key areas animals can affect most rapidly in natural systems. The first is
succession. Animals can be used, by understanding diet, behavioral tendencies, and
other characteristics, to favor or disfavor plants, often by impacting other vegetation. In
the case of riparian and wetland systems, escaped bromes seize waterways through
quick, early growth. By the time woody species have a chance to grow, they must
compete with a four-foot canopy of dense grass in order to photosynthesize. The same
reality can take place in a sedge meadow. By grazing these areas early in the season,
as the native animals may have done, we can reduce canopies of bromegrass or other
undesirables and see sprouting of willow, birch, and other woody desirables increase
laterally and within stands. Streams can narrow and deepen, and fisheries can produce
trout as long as an eight-year-old's arm.
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(Continued)
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The key to management is to have as complete an understanding of the targets, goals,
or objectives for the system of choice. Using grazing animals to move in the desired
direction can be an effective means of maintaining biological diversity, along with local
cultures and economies.
In addition to succession, grazing animals may be essential integrators of energy within
natural systems. In addition to the obvious contributions of dung and urine, animals can
have a profound impact on energy tied up in vegetative systems. When we look at long
term exclosures in conjunction with adjacent, grazed systems, we may find some
unsettling realities. At the outset of rest, vegetation within exclosures released and
began to flourish. For a number of years, it appeared as if exclusion was the cure. The
area was assumed to be "healed". But, at some point long beyond that of a Master's or
Doctorate program, many of these systems began to unravel. Woody vegetation
became more scattered, characterized by older, perhaps less vigorous plants. Weeds
occupied more of the areas. Measured differences began to confirm human
observation, and ask questions of their own. Diversity of species appeared to be less,
and occurrences of "less desirable" species more. Why is this happening? Perhaps it is
a function of energy in natural systems, that field of science that so terrifies us due to
lack of understanding and inability to see it work. Without agents to mobilize energy
above- and below-ground, systems may reach points of stasis that become binding.
Perhaps it is the stable states described by many in the research world. It appears that
without challenge, disturbance, or outright energy release, many of the systems we seek
to maintain will be crushed under their own weight. As this process occurs, other
species may vacate, perhaps indicators that the system is in peril. We do not yet know
these species of alarm, so must think of them all as "possibles," if possible, without
overreacting. We do have time to figure these things out, but only if we approach the
world as something will not "save" in our own time," instead as a mystery we can help
our children to better comprehend.
If we truly wish to conserve the many species and communities we cherish in the West,
we must find the will and wisdom to manage for those values. We must share them, and
we must be both bold and patient. Within the hearts, minds, and hands of local people
on the land lies the key to opportunity. Aldo Leopold said it best.. ....
"The only progress that counts is that on the actual landscape of the
back forty."

The F.nd

Ben Hansen Looking at his intensively 1
pasture near Taylor "thinking like a coV'.

A couple truly outstanding in their field. President Arnold
Bennett and his wonderful wife Nelda. Peace River south
facing slope native pastures in the Two Rivers district. .

Jim
Strasky
and
Oprah
relaxing
in their
AerWay
rejuvena
ted and
fertilized
field
near
Farming
ton

Brian Clarke
Baldonnel Dairy
farmer and Alfalfa

John Kendrew of Pouce Coupe extolling the (
virtues of the Peace to the BCFC AGM at
Quesnel in January.

ianaged
,

Another good Peace River Country crop of
Silage Oats; this one at Hogberg Ranch at
Progress.
Bill Wilson getting ready for Swathgrazing oats
last December North of Dawson Creek

dd, Manager Red Canyon Ranch,
¥ 7 "'ming speaking about working
being partners in solutions at the
: Agricultural Symposium in Charlie
!lUary 26 and 27th.

:L _

Riding the Range with Silver Dollar at the Kiskatinaw River Ranch on an
intensively managed, controlled grazing area of popular logged regrowth.

The Glockemann Water Powered Water Pump

(

CanukSales
5178 Jeffries Rd., Duncan, B.C. Canada V9L 6S8
TOLL FREE: 877-748-3048 FAX: 250-748-3090
EMAIL: canuk@cow-net.com
www.cow-net.com/canuk/pump
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The Glockemann Water Powered Water Pump
(

HOW IT WORKS
The Glockemann pump has three phases in its operation:
Due to gravity water flows down the drive tube,
through the diaphragm chamber and out the
exhaust valve. The water speed increases as it
moves down the drive tube, and after about two

CHARGING STAGE

Water Flow

seconds the flow builds up enough force to
trigger the exhaust valve to slam shut, just like a
door slamming shut
in the wind.
Diaphragm

Drive Tube
Non-retum

Valves

Exhaust Valve

Figure 2
With the exhaust valve shut all the water in the
drive tube comes to a sudden stop. This results
in an expansion of the diaphragm, which

causes the piston to move forward in the
cylinder or 'bore', forcing water through a non·
return valve & up the delivery pipe..
Cylinder

PUSH STROKE

Water being
pumped

Figure 3
•
At the end of this stroke the water in the drive
tube has used up its momentum, & as a result
the pressure in the diaphragm chamber drops.
This allows the exhaust valve to spring open.
With the exhaust valve open the return spring
pushes back the diaphragm resulting in the

return stroke. This causes the piston to pull
back in the cylinder and draw water through
another non-return valve into the cylinder.

RETURN STROKE

'\Water being

Figure4

sucked In

Are You Interested in Economic Land Rejuvenation?

"Plan on Renting our
Aer Way Land Renovator
This Year"
In the past two years a substantial number of people have rented and
used the Association Aer Way and they will be glad to give you their success
stories.
For 2001 our rental rate is $2.50/acre for members and $3.00 /acre for
non members. We recommend an 85-100 horsepower field tractor. Our unit is ballasted and covers 12 feet. The axles can
be set very aggressive if desired. Chain harrows are pulled behind as part of the unit. Renters are responsible for broken
aeration teeth and other damage to the Aer Way so please be careful, especially on extremely rocky ground. Each renter is
responsible for delivering the Aer Way to the next renter on a scheduled basis.
Based on our own experiences we believe that the Aer Way may be fairly well suited forthe following:
* Aerating and rejuvenating old hay fields in lieu of traditional method of discing up and working down and reseeding;
spring or fall.
* Aerating of pastures that need rejuvenation. Fertilizer or manure may be applied in conjunction with this field operation,
if you so desire. Spring or fall.
* Rejuvenating calving pastures, either spring or fall. Likely set aggressively and a double over may be required some places
so that surface and sub surface soil are adequately fractured.
* Rejuvenating cattle wintering grounds out in the pasture where manure build up is only a few inches.
The AerWay both fractures the subsurface soil to a depth of up to six inches as well as poking 6 - 9 inch holes into
the ground at regular intervals to allow two things to happen:
-+ Greatly increased capacity to absorb spring run off and summer rainfall.
-+ Greatly increased loosening of the soil structure to allow for better root growth.
(
The AerWay fits nicely into the philosophy ofreduced green house gas emissions and the production ofcarbon credits
as per the Kyoto Protocol of 1997 (sponsored by the United Nations).
If you require further information on the AerWay or want to rent it to use on your farm or ranch please contact the
forage association director closest to you or Glenn Hogberg (250) 843-7653.

Plan on using our Cooperative Water Pumping Service This Year
"Are your farm dugouts low and do you need to pump water into them this spring?"
The Peace River Forage Association (PRFA) has entered into an agreement with
the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration (PFRA) to provide a water pumping
service to farmers and ranchers in the B.C. Peace River Country for filling dugouts and
for other useful purposes.
Our system includes FOUR Berkley Centrifugal PTO driven pumps each
capable of delivering up to I 000 gallons per minute. We have FOUR miles total of 6
inch irrigation supply line which we transport on four irrigation trailers to and from
client locations.
Fee schedule $500 for first day for a pump and one mile of pipe; $250 per additional day.
For pipe only: $400 for first day (per mile) and $150 per mile per additional day.
We bet that you won't be able to beat our price or our service.
lfyou are interested in further information please contact the forage association
Director closest to you.
If you are interested in booking a pump/pipe unit please contact
Brett Henschel and Brian Haddow at PFRA (250) 782-3116.

Bob Forbes, Wildlife Biologist Wildlife - Ag Symposium
Kootenay Region

BACKGROUND
• Elk/agriculture
SETTING OF PROBLEM AREA
• Rocky Mountain Trench between Radium and the Montana border. The Trench in
this area is between 3 to 15 miles wide and the problem area extends about 120
miles.
• Valley separates two major mountain ranges - the Rockies on the east and the
Purcells on the West.
• The elevation of the problem area is roughly between 2500 and 4500 ft. asl
• The area is largely forested with the bottom of the valley and the lower south and
south-western facing slopes covered with a mosaic of open forest and grassland.
Much of the bottom of the valley is a patchwork of communities, farms and rural
residences that abut Crown land.
• Get about 14 inches of rain per year. The annual precipitation peaks twice per year,
once in November-January as snow and again in may-June as rain. It's fairly warm 110 frost free days.
ECONOMY
• Approximately 37,000 people live in this area. The big four in terms of the economy
are forestry, mining, agriculture and tourism.
• The region supports a great diversity of wild ungulates - seven in total (elk, mule
deer, whitetailed deer, sheep, goats, caribou and moose)
• Currently between 20,000 and 25,000 elk in the area, as well as around 17,000 mule
deer and 20000 white tailed deer.
• Very popular area for hunting and wildlife viewing. About 20,000 people hunt in the
East Kootenay, generating about $8,000,000 per year. In addition, there are about
$4,000,000 generated each year by wildlife viewing activities, primarily with moose,
elk and deer. Hunting and non-hunting use of wildlife is expected to increase, largely
because of the proximity of Calgary, which is expected to reach a population of
1,000,000 people within a few years and the "overflow" of tourists attracted to the
seven national parks associated with the region (Banff, Jasper, Waterton, Yoho, Mt.
Revelstoke, Kootenay and Glacier).
LIVESTOCK SECTOR
• There are approximately 150 ranches (mostly cow-calf operations) in the Trench.
Most of these use Crown range for summer grazing combined with feeding
operations on private property during the winter months. Have about 8500 head
utilizing Crown range during part of the year with another 4000 head in the Trench
that do not access Crown range. Population bulges to approximately 24,000 animals
during the spring to fall period when calves are present on the range.
• The number of cattle in the region decreased sharply after the flooding resulting from
the Libby Dam being constructed in Montana and then stabilized. Total cattle
numbers have remained fairly constant since the early 1980's. Total Crown land
grazing amounts to some 47,000 AUM's. Gross livestock production receipts on
these. ranches is around 7 million dollars annually.

Bob Forbes, Wildlife Biologist Wildlife - Ag Symposium
(Continued)

PROBLEM
• The agriculture/wildlife conflict most commonly dealt with is associated almost
exclusively with elk and the livestock industry, concentrated on the open forests,
grasslands and private cropland within the area.

HISTORY
• Has been long history of elk/agriculture conflict in Rocky Mountain Trench.
• Livestock and hunting have long standing in the East Kootenay and both have
played significant roles in the economic, cultural and social makeup of the region.
• The ranching industry became established around the turn of the century in the
southern Trench, at a time when elk were relatively scarce at the lower elevations of
Kootenay valley.
• There was lots of grass in those days, largely due to the dynamic fire history of the
place, and the reason there were few elk is probably because they were pretty much
hunted out.
• As grassland availability increased in the Trench in response to logging, the elk
population also increased. By the 1950's elk were doing very well in the area and
had pretty much established a pattern of spending their summers in the high country
and wintering in the Trench. It was then that the elk/agriculture conflict really began
to bloom as elk began to make extensive use of private cropland and stored feed,
particularly in the winter. To make matters worse, some elk refused to leave these
low elevation habitats and stayed on problem areas all year round.
• At the same time, recreational hunting began to take off and public support for the
maintenance of large elk populations became well established in the area.
• While this atmosphere of conflict was developing, the availability of grassland
habitats on Crown lands in this area was shrinking fast due to the aggressive fire
control programs that were in place. Over time, the amount of grassland habitats
available to both cattle and elk shrank significantly, at a rate of about 3000 ha. per
year from 1950 to the present. In short, went from about 250,000 ha. of grassland in
the Trench between Golden to the US border in 1950 to about 136, 000 ha of
grassland and open forest in 2000. This resulted in even greater competition for
forage from elk and domestic livestock and made a bad situation worse.
• By 1956 the lines had been drawn between livestock and wildlife interests.
• A number of studies were commissioned to investigate the elk/agriculture problem.
The first one was in 1957; the last one was in 1997. In between there were at least
six other reports dealing with the issue, ranging from an Ombudsman's investigation
to unpublished reports lodged with the Ministry of Agriculture and Environment.
PROBLEM ANALYSIS
These studies clearly showed there were some basic issues that had to be dealt with:
1. The elk/agriculture conflict was real, not a trumped up argument in favor of
agricultural subsidies
2. The elk/agriculture problem was essentially three faceted:
a)Winter elk use of stored domestic forage (hay) intended for cattle
(homesteader elk).
b)Summer elk use of forage crops (hay) being grown for storage as winter feed
(homesteader and migratory elk).

Bob Forbes, Wildlife Biologist Wildlife - Ag Symposium
(Continued)
c)Elk and cattle competition for forage (mostly rough fescue, Idaho fescue and
bluebunch wheatgrass; saskatoon and bitterbrush) on Crown ranges. Significant
dietary overlap between the two groups. The impact of the two groups on the
same site can result in overgrazing and a long term decrease in overall forage
availability. As a rule, elk use the forage on these sites in winter, cattle use it in
summer.
1. Declining Crown forage availability through forest succession on grasslands was a
significant factor exacerbating the conflict
2. Cattle numbers are much easier to control than elk numbers. Cattle can be moved ;
populations can be adjusted at the whim of the owner. Elk numbers can only be
adjusted through hunting seasons, usually cow/calf seasons and there is no public
support fcir cow/calf elk seasons in the East Kootenay at this time.
PROBLEM SOLUTION
1. The best thing that happened with respect to the problem solving approach in the
East Kootenay was a mutual agreement that the 40 year range war was over. Both
sides use the same land and both sides are faced with the same problems and
pressures. Neither side is going away, so we had better stop fighting and figure out
ways to improve both of our lots.
I will go on record as stating clearly that I support the agricultural industry in the East
Kootenay and frankly admit that I cannot achieve my goals of increasing wildlife
populations in this region without the cooperation of the agriculture industry. Wildlife
does not recognize private property and will continue to have an impact on
agricultural operations in the Trench as long as cattle and elk use the same
resources and the same land base. In fact, elk NEED access to the private land
within the Trench to survive, at least for part of their seasonal cycle.
2. A recognition that carrying capacity for elk is not infinite and a clear understanding of
elk population goals in the problem area. Specifically, we are limiting the elk
population in the problem area to around 25,000 elk for the time being, down from
the 34,000 that were there in the mid-'SO's. That target was identified as being within
the current winter range carrying capacity of Crown land in the problem area (optimal
condition 40,500 elk).
3. The facing of the ingrowth problem. To that end in 1997 the government in
cooperation with the agriculture industry and organized rod and gun clubs in the East
Kootenay embarked on an aggressive "grassland ecosystem restoration program" in
and adjacent to the problem area to give some relief to the elk and cattle use of
forage on Crown range. These are slashing, burning and fertilization projects and so
far we have improved or converted to grassland about 7500 ha. of forested habitat.
These activities are funded cooperatively by the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, the
Grazing Enhancement Fund, The Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Compensation
Fund and the Habitat Conservation Trust Fund. Again, the intent of these projects is
to put more elk and cattle forage on the ground on Crown lands and give problem elk
somewhere else to go other than private properties ("intercept range"). The long term
(30 year) goal for the program is to restore a total of 135,000 ha. of grassland in the
Trench. This in itself will allow for more cattle AND elk in the area, with a minimum of
conflict between the two.
4. The reduction of damage to stored domestic forage by protecting stack yards with
fencing and feeding cattle during the day (notwithstanding inconvenience during

Bob Forbes, Wildlife Biologist
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calving). Most cattlemen in the problem area recognized the effectiveness of
protecting their hay long ago and have long since fenced their stack yards.
5. The control of elk damage on forage cops during the summer months (homesteader
elk) by establishing damage area specific limited entry hunting seasons for
homesteader cow/calf elk. Attempts to discourage these elk from using summer
forage crops through scare devices or fencing have either not been successful or
economically unfeasible. Transplanting is not practical here, either. Therefore, the
reduction of these herds must be accomplished by either controlling them directly or
by harassing them into changing their migration strategy. The limited entry hunting
seasons put in place are worked out jointly between the Wildlife Branch and
individual landowners suffering summer elk damage.
They begin as early in the fall as the public will accept (Sept. 1 - orphan calf
issue) and run until the migrating elk start to come back onto the winter range
(October 15).
To ensure the right places and elk are targeted the seasons are focussed on
specific damage areas determined by the landowner in question
Hunters participating in the season are required to take direction from the
landowner on whose property they are hunting and are required to obtain a
permission slip from the landowner
Hunters are provided with individual instructions from the Wildlife Branch
regarding the individuals they have to contact in order to get permission to hunt
and are told specifically that they must comply with the landowners wishes.
The landowner has the option of restricting permit availability to seniors and
juniors (high compliance with direction and regulations, lower success rate - 40%
hunter success) or to any age hunter (high success rate - 80% hunter success)
This program began in the 1999 season. We had one landowner cooperator that
year - 30 permits were issued - 4 cow elk were shot.
In 2000 we had 5 cooperators -150 permits issued - 57 elk were shot.
In 2001 we will have 14 cooperators - 365 permits will be issued.
So far the program has worked fairly well. There have been some complaints but
it looks as though homesteader elk recruitment is being controlled on damage
areas. Much of the opposition resident hunters had toward the program when it
first started has melted away.
SO IN SUMMARY, WITH RESPECT TO ELK/AGRICULTURE PROBLEMS IN THE EAST
KOOTENAY WE HAVE:
1. MADE PEACE
2. RECOGNIZED THE LIMITATION OF THE LAND TO SUSTAIN BOTH ELK AND CATTLE
3. EMBARKED ON A PROGRAM OF RANGE ENHANCEMENT FOR BOTH ELK AND
CATTLE
4. PROTECTED STORED DOMESTIC FORAGE THROUGH FENCING
5. INITIATED PUBLICALLY SUPPORTED DAMAGE ELK SEASONS ON SPECIFIC
PROBLEM AREAS.

The End

Highland Premium Alberta Beef Alliance
Feedlot Snapshot

(
We are pleased to report our growing list of Value Chain Partners, which now
includes over 25 cow-calf producers, in addition to:
·
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CARDF
Alberta Beef Packing Inc.
Highland Feeders Limited
Landmark Feeds Inc.
Bank of Montreal
Techweavers Inc.
Feedlot Health Management Services
Computeraid Professional Services
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Alberta Beef Composites
T.D. Bosse Prof. Corp
Diamond Willow
Norwest Laboratories
ABS Global
Vetrepharm

New collaborative agreements include Vetrepharm and ABS Global, who have arranged for discounts on
CIDRs, and Non.vest Labs, who will provide alliance members with discounts on feed, soil, water, manure
and tissue sample analysis. Watch for news of an upcoming Highland Premium Alberta Beef Alliance
seminar where we will highlight these new Alliance services. We thank these progressive companies for their
support!
Interested in our program, or have a neighbour who's always wanted to collect individual animal information?
Remember that planning starts before the calf hits the ground. If you are interested in placing cattle in
the Highland Premium Alberta Beef Alliance, please note our program requirements:
-1'

"
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Individual animal identification
No minimum cattle requirement
Accept cattle year-round
Heifers or Steers
Weights from 450 - 850 lbs
$5 I head registration lee
Adherence to alliance protocols (see below)

-I'

Ownership options include
• Retained Ownership
• Direct Sale to Highland
• Pre-arranged auction mart sale
• Shared Ownership

Q. "/have calves coming now that I would like to consider placing in the alliance program this
fall - do I have to do anything special with the calves?"
A. The Highland Premium Alberta Beef Alliance recommends a protocol adapted from the
Canadian Cattlemen's Association "Quality Starts here" program. Ifyou are or want to 6e on the
Jll.{{Um.ce program, and tfon 't fzave a copy, pftone 'Denise (780) 768-2466 and asfi:Jor tfie Jil{(iance "Cow-Caff
ProducerCfiecK[ist». Of greatest importance is that all processing and treatments are

recorded, including vaccinations, medications (injectable, feed and water), and other
treatments (e.g., deworming). Treatment records include the date the animal was treated, its
eartag number, disease/condition, drug used, dosage, route, withdrawal period, and person who
treated the animal. Calves should be dehorned, and either banded at calving, or castrated
(whichever your veterinarian recommends). Accurate collection of data will ensure that the
reports provided back to you are correct. Data that you can collect includes:
Calf Data
Calf ID
CCIA tag number
Dam ID
Dam CCIA tag number

Sire
Birth Date
Sex
Birthweight

Predominant Breed Type
Calving Ease Score
Comment Field

Dam Data

Calf ID
CCIA tag number

Registration Number
Birth Date

Predominant Breed Type
Birth weight

Highland Premium Alberta Beef Alliance
Feedlot Snapshot
{

(Continued)

Individual Animal Medications
Animal ID
CCIA tag number

Date
Temperature

Weight
Diagnosis

Group Animal Medications
Animal ID
CCIA tag number
Date

Medication (Name & DIN #)
Route of Administration
Dose

Comment Field
Diagnosis

Q. "Do I get carcass data back? How do I match that to my producer tag?
·A. Yes, carcass data is provided and we match it to your producer tag. Other data currently
available includes:
./ 'Weaning' weight
./ Quality Grade
./ Interim weights
./ Yield Grade
./ Shipping weight
./ Average Daily Gain
./ Carcass weight
./ Group Transfer Sheets (market
./ Dressing percentage
information)

Q. "ls there a minimum number of cattle required to participate in the program?"
A. There is no minimum number of cattle required for the program. That's the benefit of individual
ID tags (if you do not have enough cattle to fill a pen, remember that feed conversion will
(
represent an average of all cattle in that pen). We accept cattle year-round.

Note to current Value Chain participants:

Ifyou haven't 6een 6y the feerf{ot fate(y, we have a 6inrferfor eacfi va{ue chain participant (courtesy 'Bank.
of Montrea{} fioUing current infonnation on your affiance cattfe. You are wdcome to pie{( it up anytime,
or we uJi{{ senrf it to you after we have a compfete rfata set, inc{urfing carcass rfata. In the meantime, ca{{
us witfi any questions you
have. 'We 're afruays pfeasei
to hear your feerf6acf(so that
I wish I had been
we may incoiporate it into
dehorned as a calf. I
the ne:>j turn of cattfe.
stick out in this
Call for Input from
crowd!
Value Chain
Participants!
We're currently in the
process of designing the
reporting structure for
data that will be
collected on the cattle from birth to retail. If you have ideas about how you would like
that information to be reported - we want it to be useful to you! - please call your
Alliance cow-calf representative Greg Porozni at (780) 632-7900, or give me a call at
the feedlot.

Robert Ford
Agricultural Services

I

Arras, British Colum.bia . . . .

(

Manure Spreading
Corral Cleaning
Plowing (Kvemland)
Grass and Legume Seeding (Brillion)
Please phone Robert
at 250-843-7654

The Groundbirch-Lone Prairie-Chetwynd Forage Express
Will be Rolling Along on

Saturday, June 16, 2001
Tenth Annual Summer Forage Tour
$15.00
[ill
[ill
[ill
[ill
[ill

Planned Tour Stops Include:
Tour Begins at 9:30am Chuck and Pat Sutherland, Groundbirch
More Pastures, Hayfields and Livestock water systems in Groundbirch area
Murray and Gloria Caven, Chetwynd
Pastures, Hayfields and Livestock water systems in Lone Prairie area
Charlie and Edith Lasser, Lasser Ranches, Chetwynd

We plan to visit a number of very interesting small forest and livestock grazing-forest locations, plus unique
li vestock watering systems, well managed pastures and productive hay, greenfeed and silage fields.
A silage demonstration utilizing the tube line TL 4500 Automatic Bale wrapper will be held at Lasser
Ranches.
Our traditional evening Barbeque will be at Lasser Ranches in Chetwynd and will be sponsored and prepared
by KENVER EQUIPMENT LIMITED.
Please join us on this tour of forage and livestock operations in the scenic shadows of the Canadian Rockies
during the most beautiful time of the year in Northern Canada.
You may travel by private vehicle or you may ride in the FORAGE EXPRESS which will leave Northern
Lights College Campus in Dawson Creek at 8:00 am and stop it at Groundbirch Store at 9:00 am and then
proceed to the first tour stop in that district.
For further information please contact:

200 l Directors of the PRFA of B.C.:
Arnold Bennett
President
789-3350

Fred Burres
Bill Wilson
Ernest Nimitz
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